This year will mark the 6th FUN FAN FESTA*. With a modern Japanese take on summer festivals, this limited-time event transforms Toki-no-hiroba Plaza into a colorful festival!

Here are the details on the various festival-style features that will take place, from traditional Japanese decorations to iconic summer festival foods and drinks, stage events and workshops.

*The FUN FAN FESTA is a summer event held by Osaka Station City. The name expresses the fun people have and the fans the festival has gained.

### Basic Details

1. **Name**
   - FUN FAN FESTA 2017 Summer Festival

2. **Period**
   - Friday, July 14 – Sunday, August 6, 2017 (24 days)

3. **Venue**
   - Toki-no-hiroba Plaza, 5F Osaka Station City, JR Osaka Station

4. **Features**
   - **(1) Venue Decorations**
     - **Details:**
       - Toki-no-hiroba Plaza at the top of Osaka Station is transformed into a colorful festival. The decorations are a modern Japanese take on summer festivals, with red and black as the base colors. Big artworks modeled on scaffolded lanterns are put up throughout the venue along with shogi seats and nodategasa umbrellas to evoke a sense of summer in Japan.
       - There are plenty of summery spots to take a photo, from a rickshaw decorated with flowers to stands with various characters.

   - **(2) Summer Festival Foods and Drinks**
     - **Details:**
       - You can enjoy beer, cotton candy, shaved ice and various cool drinks at the Bar DelSole café in the venue.
       - Part of the café has festival stands to set the mood. (Open 12:00-8:00pm.)

   - **(3) Stage and Workshop Events**
     - **Details:**
       - Enjoy festival-themed stage events and concerts, particularly on weekends during the festival period. There are also lots of workshops where you can create iconic summer items like wind chimes and hair decorations.

       - ☆Paint your own wind chimes (1:00pm, 3:00pm and 5:00pm Saturday, July 15)
         - Paint a set of glass wind chimes in your unique style! Add your favorite colors or paint pictures, then enjoy their refreshing sound. Admission: Free

       - ☆Make your own hair decoration (2:00-5:00pm Monday, July 17 (Public Holiday))
         - Make a traditional Japanese hair decoration with a flower – perfect for wearing with a yukata! Admission: ¥500 (including tax)

       - And many more! For details on other workshops, see the attached leaflet or the festival website (http://osakastationcity.com/fff).

   - **(4) Other Features**
     - **Umeda Yukata Matsuri Festival 2017 (Saturday, July 22 to Sunday, July 23)**
     - Organized in cooperation with the Umeda district of Osaka, the Umeda Yukata Matsuri Festival 2017 will also be held at Toki-no-hiroba Plaza in Osaka Station City, with features such as a drinks garden and a fashion show.

*Images are for illustrative purposes only. *The dates, times or format of events may be changed without warning.*